Vocabulary

Task one:

John: What’s your name?
Anna: Anna Perkins, and what is your name?
J.: My name is John, John Lake.
A.: Nice to meet you, John.
J.: Nice to meet you, too, Anna.

J.: Anna, this is Sue. Sue, this is Anna.
A.: Nice to meet you, Sue.
Sue.: Nice to meet you, Anna.
J.: Sue is our Headmaster’s new assistant.
A.: Oh, are you? That’s great. So, how are you?
S.: Thanks, I’m fine. John is helping me much.
A.: I’m sure he is. He is very helpful, aren’t you, John?

Task two

1. have; 2. spell; 3. write; 4. come; 5. why; 6. find; 7. live; 8. know; 9. do;
10. doctor.

Possible questions:

What don’t you like?
Do you have any hobby? What are you interested in?
Where do you come from? What’s your hometown?
Do you have children?
How old are you?
What’s your job? What do you do?
What’s your nationality?
Are you married? Are you single?

Task three

Grammar Note
1. my; 2. your; 3. your; 4. my; 5. my; 6. your; 7. her; 8. his; 9. her; 10. her; 11. her; 12. his; 13. your; 14. his; 15. his; 16. our; 17. her; 18. its; 19. my; 20. your.

Task four
1. lighthouse; 2. tent; 3. cottage; 4. houseboat; 5. palace/ mansion; 6. hotel; 7. castle; 8. caravan; 9. block of flats; 10. semi-detached house.

Task six
1. 20,80; 2. 17,5; 3. 69,05.

Task eight

Task nine (possible answers)
1. Would you like me to carry your bags for you?
2. Would you like something to drink?
3. Can I go with you?
4. Would you like me to show you the city?
5. Do you need help with the menu?
6. Can you recommend me a nice shop?
7. Could you pick me up from the airport?
8. Can I borrow you calculator?
9. Could you borrow me some money?
10. Can you help me?

Task eleven

1. Is there a post office near here?
2. How can I get to the nearest post office?
3. Do you know the way to the nearest post office?
4. Can you tell me the way to the nearest post office?
5. Can you tell me where the nearest post office is?

Task twelve

It’s over there on the right.
It’s straight ahead. Second door on the left.
Upstairs on the second floor, first door on the right.
Go down the street, turn right, then left and go straight ahead for about 200 meters. It’s on the left, opposite the car park.

Task fourteen

1. sees; 2. goes on; 3. gets; 5. says; 6. replies; 7. leaves; 8. feels; 9. notices;
10. shouts.
Task fifteen

a. 5; b. 2; c. 4; d. 1; e. 6; f. 3.

Task sixteen


Task seventeen

1. browser; 2. printer; 3. keyboard; 4. hard-drive; 5. files.

Task twenty


Task twenty-one


Crossword

Across:

3. favourite; 5. parent; 8. would; 10. language; 14. eight; 16. expensive;

18. brother; 20. her; 22. shopping; 23. floor; 26. single.

Down:

1. person; 2. read; 4. time; 6. print; 7. save; 8. watch; 9. and; 11. name; 12. an;

13. wives; 15. girlfriend; 17. dancing; 18. breakfast; 19. on; 21. there; 24. old;
25. in.